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ABSTRACT

Active hlters are electronic devices that absorb the harmonic contents in power systems,

which are produced by nonlinear loads or apparatus such as High-voltage-direcfcunent

(HVDC) systems. This thesis investigates the basic control philosophy of active filter

systems. According to their control strategies active filters can be of two types: the direct

control and the indirect control. The direct method detects harmonics in the loads and

injects current through an active filter to cancel the harmonics. On the other hand, the

indirect method senses the harmonics in an AC network, and injects harmonic cunents

using feedback control to reduce the hamonics. Both analytical and simulation methods

are used for the study. The ideal compensation is analyzed based on circuit theory. Both

the direct and the indirect control approaches are investigated by numerical simulation.

The effect of time delay on the performance of the direct method is studied in detail by

both the theoretical analysis and the numerical simulation technique. By implementing a

numerical simulation example, it has been demonstrated that the direct method is not

robust enough when the time delay in the control circuits is considered, and the indirect

method is more reliable. All the simulations in the thesis are performed by the power

system simulation tool PSCAD/EMTDC.
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Chapter I Inlt'oduclion

--Chapter L--

TNTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Harmonics in power systems have received increased attention in recent years with the

widespread application of solid state power switching devices and microprocessor

controlled technology. Three phase ac power systems have a substantial number of

harmonics generating devices. For example, static power converters and adjustable speed

drive systems draw non-sinusoidal load cunents primarily composed of the odd

harmonics. High-voltage-direct-cul-l ent (HVDC) conveúer stations, due to their high

level of ac- and dc-side harmonic generation, have traditionally required the installation

of shunt passive filters on both sides. However, shunt passive filters have many problems

that discourage their applications. In recent years, active power filters have been widely

investigated for the compensation of harmonics in the electric power system. The active

fìlters are power electronic devices that can be designed to absorb the harmonic currents

in a network, which are produced by nonlinear loads or apparatus such as HVDC

systems. Therefore, active filters enable an ac system to be free of harmonic currents, The

basic concept of an active filter can be shown in Figure 1 .1 . The active filter operates by

injecting hamronic currents into the utility system with the same magnitudes as the

harmonic currents generated by a given non-linear load, but with opposite phases. The

active filter can be a controlled current source or a controlled voltage source, which are

realized by using pulse-width-modulation (PWM) technique. With the widespread use of
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harmonic generating power electronic-based devices, the control of harmonic currents is

becoming increasingly important. Thus, the main focus of this thesis is to investigate the

control strategies of active filters,

AC
N etwo rk

Fígure I.l Basic cotrcept ofau octive Jìlter

Comparisons between passive and active filters have been discussed in many papers. The

following are the major advantages and disadvantages ofpassive filters and active filters:

Advantages of passive filters:

1. Shunt frlters have the advantage of providing the reactive compensation needed by

the network for supporting voltage.

2. The single tuned frlters and high-pass frlters are the simplest to design and least

expensive to implement.

Disadvantages of passive filters:

1 . The source impedance influences the compensation characteristics of the LC filte¡s.

2. At specific frequencies, there can exist an anti-resonance between source impedance

and LC filters. In addition, the harmonic currents generated by the distoÌted non-

sinusoidal source voltage, flow into the LC filters from the source.
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3. Frequency variation of the power system and tolerances in filter components affect

the compensation characteristics of the LC filters. As a result, the size ofthe components

in each tuned branch becomes impractical if the frequency variation is large.

4. Overload occurs when the load harmonics increase.

The following are the major advantages and disadvantages ofthe active filters:

Advantages of active filters:

1 . Harmonic current of any frequency can be reduced by the same equipment.

2. Their capacity is decided by harmonic current magnitude only.

3. Active filters constantly monitor the load cunent and continuously adapts to changes

in load harmonics.

Disadvantages of active filters:

1. Because of the use of electronic devices, it is difficult to realize these devices in large

ratings, and yet, preserve a good frequency response with low losses.

2. The initial and running costs of the active filters can be high compared to those of LC

filters. [2]

1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY

Numerous studies have been canied out to investigate the application of active filters in

power systems. Most of the published studies can be classified into one of the following

four categories:

1. Comparison ofactive and passive filters;

2. New configuration ofactive filters;
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Control of active filters;

Application of active filters.

The main contributions and developments of these papers are summarized as follows.

l, Contparisort of active ønd pøssive filters,

Reference [1] evaluates the tech¡ical and economic feasibility for active filtering of the

dc-side voltage harmonics and the ac-side current harmonics produced by a HVDC

conveÍer. The designs for the active filter are compared with the existing ac-side and dc-

side passive filters used at the Dickinson terminal of the CU HVDC transmission line

project in the USA. A cost comparison is made between these active filter designs and

the cost of the existing passive filters supplied by the United Power Association (UPA).

Reference [2] provides a briefreview of the various conventional passive hamronic filters

that are used in many industlial power systems. It discusses the fundamental principals

of active filters. Two particular types of active filters, one based on analog signal control

and the other on Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) control, are implemented.

2. Circuit topologies of øctive Jilters

A new hybrid topology and its control are presented in [4] to prevent harmonic cunents

from entering the power system. Alalysis shows that in the proposed filter, the power

electronic converter has a smaller rating when compared to the converter rating in other

active frlter systems. The control of this filter under transient conditions, such as start up

and during steady state, is demonstrated by means of simulations.

Reference [8] proposes a similar combined system of a passive filter and a small-rated

active filter, both connected in series with each other. The active filter plays a role in
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improving the filtering characteristics of the passive filter. This results in significantly

reducing the required rating of the active filter and eliminating the limitations faced by

using only a passive frlter, The combination system leads to a practical and economical

system.

Reference [10] also introduces a combination filter system comprised of a shunt passive

filter and a series active filter. The compensation principle is described and some

interesting filtering characteristics are discussed in detail.

Reference [15] presents a new three-phase series resonant active filter. The proposed

approach employs a series resonant LC tank tuned to a high frequency along with PWM

rectifier topology to cancel lower order hannonics (5th, 7th, llth, and 13th) generated by

nonlinear loads. The PWM control of the active filter allows for independent control of

several lower order harmonics (5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th) both in amplitude and in phase.

As well, it effectively cancels load generated harmonics under varying load conditions.

Reference [16] presents an active filter for single-phase system, which comprised of

multiple nonlinear loads. The active filter is based on the standard H-bridge inverler. The

ac side ofthe inverter is connected in parallel with other nonlinear loads tkough a filter

inductance; the dc side of inverler is cor:¡ected to the filter capacitor. The inverter

switches are controlled to shape the current through the filter inductor such that the line

current is in phase with, and the same shape as the input voltage. Sliding-mode control is

used to perform the active modification ofthe wave shape of the cur¡ent.
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3. Control nrcthods irt øctíve fìlter systerns

In fact, control is the most important issue in implementation of active filters and attracts

the attention of most literature.

Reference [3] presents a method for reducing higher harmonic current using an active

filter on the ac side. The active filter is connected in parallel with the rectifier. Here the

system employs an optimum servo controller with dead time compensation.

Reference [5] describes an active filter using quad-series voltage source pulse-width-

modulation (PWM) converlers. These converters suppress ac harmonics by injecting

compensation cunents into the ac systen. The current calculations for the compensation

current references, the compensation characteristics, and the capability of the dc capacitor

are discussed theoretically and experimentally. A new control circuit for the dc capacitor

voltage is proposed. These discussions focus on transient states, based on the

instantaneous reactive power theory, Finally, a passive LC filter is designed to remove

the switching voltage and current ripples caused by PWM converters on the ac side.

Reference [6] proposes an active filter with a neural network control using a fixed

frequency with variable slope control method to obtain training data. Simulations of the

proposed active filter are performed and the results are compared to those with other

means of control including constant frequency control, tolerance band control, sliding

mode control and PWM control. The results show that the proposed active filter has

lower cun:ent total harmonic distofion (THD), better power factor and less switching

power loss than that with other control methods.
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In ¡eference [7] a control technique for active power filter is proposed which not only

eliminates the harmonics in the current but also controls the reactive power on the ac side

of the inductive drive system. The active filter injects current to completely remove the

harmonic components of orders not greater than the pulse number per half cycle. It also

controls the input fundamental power factor to become unity.

Reference [9] introduces the harmonics cancellation of a hybrid converter consisting of a

line commuted current source conveÍer and a voltage source converter. Inside the hybrid

converter, the voltage sourced convefer (VSC) is used as an active filter to compensate

the harmonics generated on the ac side from the current source converter. By appllng

both feed forward and feedback controls, an efhcient control system is designed so only a

small passive ac filter will be needed.

Reference [14] presents a DSP controlled active filter for power conditioning. The active

filter is designed to cancel lower order harmonics generated by nonlinear loads using a

PWM rectifrer topology. The PWM control of the active filter allows for independent

control of low order harmonics both in amplitude and in phase. ln the mean time, a series

ofhigh pass passive filters are used to remove the higher order harmonic cunents.

A neural network predictive control strategy for active filters is presented in reference

[17]. By predicting the fundamental line current, the active power filter cancels the

harmonic distortion currents produced by a motor drive. The predictions are based on

readily available signals such as the bridge phase angle, motor armature voltage and

rectifier ac side cunent.
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A novel current source active power filter is presented in [20]. it is based on a multi-

modular converter with phase shifted Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM)

technique. With this technique, the effect of equivalent high switching fi'equency devices

is obtained with low switching frequency devices, which is very promising for large

power equipment, such as active power filters. The pole-placement control on the ac side

and proportional integral (PI) control on the dc side are implemented in the active filter

system.

4. Application of øctive tìlters in HVDC systents or other real engineering systems,

Reference [11] discusses the application of an ac side active filter in HVDC schemes

involving capacitol commutated convefters. Suitable topology and control algorithms are

selected to achieve the necessary objective of filtering the lower order characteristic

harmonics. The dependence ofthe filter's rating on parameters, such as the extent ofde-

tuning of its passive elemenls, is investigated.

A¡ active dc frlter installed in the Konti-Skan HVDC link in Sweden is described in

reference [12]. The active dc filter is connected at the bottom of an existing passive dc

filte¡ at the Lindome station. The active dc filter has small physical size and occupies

small ground area.

Reference !3] introduces the basic conceptions and design principles of an active filter

for ac side at HVDC converters. It proposes an active filter topology that decouples the

reactive power supplying and filtering tasks that have been characterizing the traditional

HVDC passive ac filters. Exclusive devotion to the filtering function offers several

advantages that might compensate for the potentially higher initial costs.
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1.3 OBJECTIVE oF THIS THESIS

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the application of active frlters in power

networks that include other power electronic systems such as controlled rectifiers, HVDC

systems etc. Such systems are one of the major harmonic sources in po\ryer systems.

Traditionally, passive filters were used for harmonic absorption. Typically, tuned passive

filters account for about 15% of the cost of a conveÍer station [2]. The potential

application of active filters provides improved performance and may reduce the overall

system cost. The active filter performance is not affected by aging of devices. Also, the

active filter performance does not depend on the utility system impedance and system

frequency changes, because the harmonic cancellation currents from the active filter are

actively generated by a control system. Although, numerous studies have been done on

active filters, there are several important issues that need to be further investigated for

their successful practical implementation. This thesis targets one of these impoftant

issues: how to achieve efficient control of active filters under the presence of component

variations and measurement / control delays.

Specifically, we hope to understand the mechanism by which the active filters eliminate

hamronics in the electrical systems. Various types of active filters (voltage source or

current source) and various types of harmonic injections (voltage source or current

source) need to be investigated.

Secondly, we hope to identify the advantages and disadvantages of the direct control and

the indirect control in active filter systems. According to their control strategies, the

active filters can be of two types: the direct control and the indirect control. The direct

method measures the harmonics in the loads and injects cuûents through active filters to
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cancel the harmonics, such that the AC system is ÍÌee of harmonic currents. The indirect

method senses harmonic cunent/voltage on AC network bus, and injects active fìlter

currents using feedback control that reduces this harmonic current/voltage to zero.

Among the direct and indirect methods, we hope to find out which one is more suitable

for real active filter systems. We will recommend one control approach based on the

detailed comparison between the direct and indirect control philosophies.

Thirdly, we hope to fufther investigate the operating characteristics of the recommended

control approach by implementing it using the electromagnetic transient simulation

program PSCAD/EMTDC.

1.4 THESIS oUTLINE

The thesis is organized as follows:

In chapter 2, a simple system with ideal compensation of the active filter is analyzed

based on circuit theory. The purpose of this investigation is to seek a systematic

understanding of the perfomlance and the influence of the active filters in power systems.

Preliminary studies on control systems are conducted in chapter 3. The direct and indirect

control approaches are compared.

Chapler 4 investigated the effects of control circuit time delay to the performance of

direct harmonic elimination.

In Chapter 5, the proportional-integrator (PI) based indirect control approach is tested

with realistic active filter circuits through PSCAD/EMTDC simulation.

Finally, the conclusions are presented in chapter 6.

10
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In this thesis, only voltage source converters (VSC) are considered to represent actual

active filter since VSC is much more popular than current source convefers (CSC) in real

system applications. Also only cunent controlled PWM (CRPWM) type VSCs are used

to generate the injection current in this thesis, Such converters form a large class of the

convefiers used in active filter applications. Voltage controlled PWM (SPWM) are not

considered in the thesis and their further investigation is recommended for future work.

1.5 THESIS MoTIvATIoN AND CONTRIBUTIoN

Although the direct and indirect control methods are reported in literature, a detailed

comparative analysis of their performance has previously not been reported, with a view

to critically investigating their suitability for practical implementation. Investigation into

this aspect is the main focus ofthe thesis. The primary contributions of this thesis are:

o Investigation of delay on the performance of the direct and indirect controls using

anal5tical and simulation methods.

. Development of detailed transient simulation models for active filters.

i1
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--Chapter 2--

THEORETICAL STUDY OF HARMONICS

COMPENSATION WITH IDEAL ACTIVE FILTERS

2.1 INTRODUCTIoN

This chapter examines the essential properties of ideal harmonic compensation on a

theoretical basis. The purpose of this investigation is to seek a systematic understanding

of the performance and influence of an active fìlter in a power system.

2.1,1 Topology of &ctive fìhers

First, we will introduce the background of installing an active filter at a major harmonic

sou¡ce such as in an HVDC system. There are several issues need to be considered in

selecting the topology, convelter, power source, and control philosophy.

The first concem is the location of the active ac filter. The primary winding of the

converter transformer is the only place where the filter would be independent of tap

changer operation, and of possible resonance between the ac system and the converter

transformer impedance. This is in fact, the most common point of connection of the

passive filter.

The next issue is the tlpe of connection to the power system: series or parallel

cormection. In the series con¡ection shown in Figure 2.1, the active filter would act as a

"harmonic isolator", impeding the ac harmonic current fiom the ac system by means of
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presenting high harmonic impedance. This type of corutection has some disadvantages in

HVDC applications. The filter would have to carry the fundamental cunent and its

insulation level would have to be the same to that of that point in the system. Therefore,

harmonic frlters are usually parallel con¡ected in HVDC systems as shown in Figure 2.2.

A parallel-connected active filter operates as an active harmonic-cunent "diverter".

F,rffi
Figure 2.1 Topologt ofseries connected act¡veJìlÍer

Fígure 2.2 Topologt ofparallel con ected acttveflter

Sometimes, the active filter is con¡ected to the ac system through an impedance. It is

shown in Figve 2.2 with the dotted block of optional passive filter. This impedance

should meet certain requirements. It should present sufficiently high impedance at the

fundamental frequency, so that it effectively reduces the ac fundamental frequency
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component of voltage and current at the active source, thereby, resulting in lower rating;

it should also offer a low impedance at the harmonic frequencies being injected by the

active filter, so as to reduce the required voltage level on the active source. This

impedance can be refened to as "path impedance". Sometimes the path impedance is

modeled to allow a slightly higher value of fundamental frequency ac current so as to

provide a small amount ofreactive power support.

The active filter can be implemented as a cunent sourca converter (CSC) as shown in

Figure 2.3 or as a voltage source conveúer (VSC) as shown in Figure 2.4 together with its

dc-power source. A low-power rectifier can be connected to the ac bus to supply the dc-

voltage. Due to the high cost and weight of inductors, and also the advantage of VSC

technology, the VSC is the more popular choice and only this is considered further in this

thesis.

Figure 2.3 CSC 6tpe activeJìlter

to Ac bus 
-]

toAcbus;f@

-Figure 2.4 YSC rype activeJìhet
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The control of the output cunent of the active filter could be of either the voltage

referenced sinusoidal pulse-width-modulation (SPWM) or of the cunent referenced

pulse-width-modulation (CRPWM) types. The SPWM controlled active filter operates as

a voltage source which provides harmonic voltages on the ac bus, while the CRPWM

controlled active filter acts as a cunent source which injects harmonic cunent to ac

network.

For SPWM, the voltage-reference signal, which would be supplied by the control system

of the active filter, is compared to a high flequency triangular wave or carrier in Figure

2,5(a). When the reference waveform is larger than the carrier, the VSC connects the

output to the positive dc-voltage, and when smaller, to the negative dc-voltage, as shown

in Figure 2.5(b). Thus, the average magnitude of the reference over one per.iod of the

camier is represented in the pulse-width of the output waveform. The switching frequency

of the SPWM inverter is determined by the frequency of the triangular canier waveform.

a) Triangular and voltage order s¡gnal

llllll
Timg (s.ec)

Figure 2.5 SPll/M control

b) VSC.generated voltage
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For CRPWM, the current signal, which would be supplied by the control system of the

active filter, is forced to remain within the pre-specifred hysteresis band around the

current-reference value by controlling the inverter switches, as shown in Figure 2.6(a).

When the cunent is larger than the upper band of the hysteresis waveform, the VSC

connects the output to the negative dc-voltage, and when smaller, to the positive dc-

voltage, as shown in Figure 2.6(b). Because the switching is in response to the load

cunent behavior, the CRPWM inverter varies its switching frequency depending on the

load condition. The switching frequency is thus not known easily and hence the power

electronic device losses are not easily calculated. An upper band on the harmonics

targeted for removal is imposed by the maximum allowable switchirrg frequency.

CRPT/VM,.
a) Current order with Flysteresis band and VSC-generated current

Figure 2.6 CRPI¡/M control
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2.1.2 Ideøl source representølÍort of the activerther

As we see Íïom the previous section, with different control strategies, the active filter can

operate eithel as a cun'ent source or as a voltage source. Therefore, in a simplified

analysis a controlled current / voltage soutce can be used to represent an active filter.

In order to examine the performance of an active filter in a power system, we use a

simple circuit with a non-linear load and a source as in Figure 2.7. The block of non-

linear load can be an HVDC converter or any other harmonic source. We assume that the

simple circuit consists of a non-linear load with fundamental and a harmonic current,

such as 1ltl' or 131h harmonic cunent. The reason we use the 111¡' or 13t¡' harmonic is that

the 1lth or 13th harmonic is one of the main characteristic harmonics of l2-pulse

convefier.

The power system is represented as a Thevenin equivalent circuit, which contains a

voltage source E, and an intemal impedance 2,. The block of the active filter is a

controllable cunent / voltage source that can be considered as the ideal model of an

active filter. The basic idea of the harmonic current compensation is to extract the

harmonic components frorn the load curent, then let the controllable current / voltage

source produces this same cur¡ent with opposite phases. Therefore the harmonics are

cancelled and do not flow into the source side of the power system.

Figure 2.7 test cit'cuit

17
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Basic circuit theory is employed to analysis the circuits. We hope to understand the

behavior of active filters by analyzing the circuit in Figure 2.7. Detalled circuit studies

will be conducted in the next section. As a result, the basic concepts ofcontrol strategies

are also discussed.

2.2 ANAIYTICAL STUDY

Four typical cases are studied in this section. They are listed as follows:

Case 1) The load is a harmonic current source, the active fìlter is a current source;

Case 2) The load is a harmonic cunent source, the active filter is a voltage source;

Case 3) The load is a hamronic voltage source, the active filter is a cuüent source;

Case 4) The load is a harmonic voltage source, the active filter is a voltage source;

2.2.1 The loød ís a harmonic cuûe,tt source; the øctivefilter is u curtent source

The circuit diagram for case I is shown in Figure 2.8, which is a representation ofFigure

2.7 only for harmonic frequency. The circuit of Figure 2.8 can be solved by

superposition ofthe solution to sub-circuits ofFigure 2.9(a) and 2.9(b). Figure 2.9(a) and

(b) represent the equivalent circuits for the harmonic frequencies. In the following case

studies, all the impedances in the harmonic frequency equivalent circuits are calculated at

harmonic frequencies. ZL and Zs denote the load and the system Thevenin equivalent

impedances respectively, while Z¡denotes the intemal impedance ofthe active filter at the

harmonic frequency. Is¡, I¡¡ and Vo¡, denote the harmonic components of source side

current 1,, load side current 1n and bus A voltage Vn ofFigtre 2.7 respectively.
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Figure 2.8 Cit'cuit diagt'an ofcqse l

Figure 2.9 Sub cit'cuits ofcase l

Using the Kirchhoffs Cunent Law (KCL), we can obtain harmonic component of source

side current d¡, and load side cunent 1o¡, as follows

(b)(a)

t,.=L. Zt +L. zL
"" t Zr+2, " Zr+2,

r - r Zs zr¿,=-r¡.7j.*r, ft (2.2)

hr the view of the source side, the objective of the filtering is that the harmonics in

cuüent flowing to the source equals to zero as

(2.1)

1,r, = 0 (2.3)

If we tum on the active filter, in order to satisfy (2.3), we can get the current order of the

active filter as

l9
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Therefore, from (2.1) we can get the load side harmonic cunent with

(2.4)

(2.s)

In the view of the load side, the objective of the filtering is to absorb all the harmonics in

the load current, so that the current entering the ac source is free of harmonics. This leads

the active filter cunent as

(2.6)

In fact, equation (2.6) can be derived from (2.5) and (2.4). This confirms that the filtering

objectives from the source side and the load side are consistent.

Ifall the harmonics are eliminated, the harmonics voltage at bus A should no longer exist

and we have

V¿, =0 (2.7)

Also by simple circuit analysis, we can k¡ow the harmonic cument before the active filter

is connected as

f . T , Z,
tah-tsh-tn'Zr+2, (2.8)

Compare (2,5) with (2,8), we can see that the load side harmonic current normally

increases after the active filter is applied. In the meantime we can check the harmonic

voltage at the bus between the load and the system. The harmonic voltage before the

active filter is connected is
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tt r Zr'2,
'.,' -tn Zr+2,

(2.e)

2,2,2 The loø¡l ìs & hørtttottic current souÍce; the øctive Jìlter is ø voltdge sour.ce

The circuit diagram for case 2 is shown in Figure 2.10, which is a representation of only

for harmonic frequency. The circuit ofFigure 2.10 can be solved by superposition of the

solution to sub-circuits ofFigure 2,11(a) and 2.11(b). Figure 2.11(a) and (b) represent the

equivalent circuits for harmonic ffequencies.

Fign'e 2.10 Círait diagram of case 2

(a)

Using the KCL we can obtain

Figure 2.1I Sub circuits of cose 2

zt.
'" t ZrZr+ZsZL+ZtZs

z .z.In.=-=---# (2.10)" ZrZt +ZsZL+ZtZs
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r - -r/ zs ,, ZrZ! +zrz,
I¿, = -V¡ 2"1 _ Z"Z j ZJ4+ 

It, '-----------Lt-------:---rL (2.11)

ln the view of the source side, the objective of the filtering is that the harmonics in

current flowing to the source equals to zero as. That is

I,t,=0 (2.12)

If we want source side free of harmonic cuffent after tuming on the active filter, ffom

(2,10) we can get the voltage order of the active filter as

V¡=-In'Z¡

Substitute (2.13) to (2.1 1), the load side harmonic current beconres

(2.13)

Ir, = Io (2.14)

In the view of the load side, the objective of the filtering is to absorb all the harmonics in

the load current. This leads the active filter voltage as

V¡ =-Ir, Z¡ (2.rs)

If all harmonics are eliminated, the harmonics voltage should no longer exist and we get

Vr, =o (2.16)

Also by simple circuit analysis, we can know the harmonic cuffents before the active

filter is connected

f f , z,
t ah - r stt - t h -=------ _-zL+¿1

(2.r7)
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It is indicated in (2.17) that the load side current normally increases after the active filter

is connected. In the meantime we can check the harmonic voltage at the bus between the

load and the system. The harmonic voltage before the active filter is connected is

, r Zt'Z"
r ah - t h'-=-----:-zt.+2.

(2.18)

2,2,3 The loøtl ìs ¡t hørunnic voltage source; the active Jìlter Ís a cutre,tt source

The circnit diagram for case 3 is shown in Figure 2.12., whtch is a representation of only

for harmonic frequency. The circuit of Figure 2,12 can be solved by superposition of the

solution to sub-circuits ofFigure 2.13(a) and 2.13(b). Figure 2.13(a) and (b) represent the

equivalent circuits for harmonic ÍÌequencies.

Figwe 2.12 Circuit tliagran ofcase 3

(a)

Using the KCL we can obtain

ZL

Figure 2.l3 Sub citcuils ofcase 3
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(2.1e)

(2.20)

(2.22)

(2.23)

In the view of the source side, the objective of the filtering is that the harmonics in

current flowing to the source equals to zero as. That is

1.t =0 (2.2r)

If we want total harmonic free in source side after tuming on the active filter, we can get

the current order of active frlter from (2. 19)

l. = -V, .Lt , Z,

Thus from (2.20), the load side hamronic cunent is

. V,,
l"¡ = z

ln the view of load side, the objective of the filtering is to absorb all the harmonics in the

load current. This leads the active filter current as

Ir =-1., (2.24)

After the active filter is connected, the harmonics voltage should no longer exist:

V"t =0 (2.2s)

Also by simple circuit analysis, we can know the harmonic cur¡ent before the active filter

is co¡rnected as

24
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V.tftah - tstt - _zL + z.

't/ - rl Z,
'"1' -'t'' Zr+4

(2.26)

ln the meantime we can check the harmonic voltage at the bus between the load and the

system. The harmonic voltage before the active filter is connected is

(2.27)

2.2.4 The load ís u hut,rrottic voltsge source; the øctive Jìlter ís s, voltdge source

The circuit diagram for case 4 is shown in Figure 2.14, which is a representation ofonly

for harmonic frequency. The circuit of Figure 2.I4 can be solved by superposition ofthe

solution to sub-circuits ofFigure 2.15(a) and 2.15(b). Figure 2.15(a) and (b) represent the

equivalent circuits for hannonic ftequencies.

Figurc 2.14 Círcuit diagran ofcase 4

,^ zt
z:Í Zs

(a)

Figure 2.15 Sub circuits ofcase 4
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Using the KCL we can obtain

(2.30)

After tuming on the active filter, in order to satisfy (2.30), from (2.28) we can get the

voltage order of active flilter as

1.,.=y.. zr +v.. z, 
o.28\'" " ZrZ¡+ZLZs+ZsZl ' ZrZ¡+ZtZs+ZsZL

t-,=y,. Z¡+Zs *y.. Z, (2.2g\-' " ZrZt+ZrZr+ZrZ, ' ZrZ¡+ZrZs+ZsZL

In the view of the source side, the objective of the fìltering is that the harmonics in

current flowing to the source equals to zero as. That is

/v, =o

Z.
V¡ =-V,, -*

LL

Also, we can get the load side harmonic cunent from (2.29) as

Z.+2.-Z.Z /2.
fflJJJ'
"" " ZrZ¡ +ZrZ, +ZrZ,

(2.31)

(2.32)

In the view of load side, the objective ofthe filtering is to absorb all the harmonics in the

load cunent. This leads the active filter voltage as

Vt=-Z, I"n (2.33)

Also by simple circuit analysis, we can know the harmonic cunent before the active filter

is connected as

26
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In the meantime we can check the harmonic voltage at the bus between the load and the

system. The hamlonic voltage before the active filter is applied is

V,,
roh - t¡h - -zL+zs

tl -rt 
Z,

'",t -'n Zr+2,

(2.34)

(2.3s)

2.3 CONTROL SIGNAL MEÀSUREMENT oF ACTIVE F.ILTER

From the above circuils analysis, we obserue that certain signals could be used in the

control system designs of active filters in different system configurations. This

information is useful for fui1her researches in the active filter control. We would like to

summarize the results for future use. As we know there are two typical control strategies

as direct control and indirect control:

¡ The direct control is to use the measured load side cunent to set the active filter

cuffent to eliminate the harmonic current directly. The signals required for the direct

control are shown in the middle column of Table 2.1.

¡ The indirect control is realized by approaching a control objective such as the system

harmonic current Is¡ or harmonic voltage Voh being zero, by dl,namically adjusting the

compensation cuffent or voltage. The signals required for the indirect conttol are

shown in the right column of Table 2. 1 .
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Table 2.1 Control System Signal Measurements

It is noticed that either cuüent or voltage signals can be used to conduct the indirect

control. This is because the objective of the indirect control is to remove harmonics in the

circuit, which will |esult in both the harmonic voltage and hamronic current in the ac

systems being zero. On the other hand, the direct control can orlly be realized by using

the load side harmonic current-

2.4 DISCUSSION oF ACTIVE FILTER RATING

The rating of an active filter is a very important concem in designing the filtering

systems. Basically we would hope to estimate the size of the active filter based on the

information such as the measurements of harmonic current and hamtonic voltage or the

de-tuning degree ofpassive fìlters . It is expected that the size of the active filter depends

28

Circuit Type
Direct Control Indi¡ect Control

Objective Measurem€nl Objective Measuremenl

The loåd is a ham)onic curent soürce

The active fiher is a currert source

I"¡ I 
't'=0

I,I,

V,,¡= 0 V.¡

The loâd is â harmonic curent source

T}ìe active filter is a voltage source

V¡=-Z¡I* Iu¡
I,t,=0 I't'

V¿ =0 V.,

Ihe load is a hamronic vollage source

Ihe active filter is a cunent sourc€

f_f I.¡ I't'=0 I,I,

V¿' =0 V¿

The Ioad is â hâmtonic voltage source

The active lìker is a vollage source

V, = -Z,I"n I,,t
I 
't'=0

I't'

V¿ =o V.¡
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not only on the harmonic components amount but also on the electrical system

configuration. In this section.,ve will discuss how to estimate the rating ofactive frlters .

Based on the circuit analysis in the previous sections, we can summarize the harmonic

voltage and cunent before the active filter is connected and the corresponding current and

voltage orders of active filters in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 hamronics cunent and voltage befole active filters co¡rnected and orders ofactive filters

Circuit Type
Load side

harmonics cuuenl
( L,,\

Harmonic voltage
(V¿')

Orde¡ of active
filters

ïle load is a hårmonic curent soúrce

The active filter is å cuûeDt source
11, ZL/(ZL+Zl It, Zs Zr,/øL+Zs) lrJ,'

The load ìs a håmronic curre¡ìt source

The acl¡ve lilter is a voltage source
Ih ZL/øL+Zs) Ih Zs Zr,/øL+Zs) V¡:J¡21

Ihe load is a harnronic vollage source

Ihe active lìher is a cunent source
Vt, (ZL+Zs) vt, zs (zL+zs) I¡-lt¡, /Z¿

The load is a harmoDic voltage source

The active filter is a vollage source
l/t, (zL+zs) y1, zløL+zs) V¡ =-V¡Z¡/21

When the source harmonics are known, the active frlter rating can be obtained directly

according to Table 2.2 if fhe active filter is a harmonic cuffent source. However, when

the active filter is a voltage source, the actual rating of the active filter is dependent

primarily on the level of hamonics to be removed and on the impedance of the active

filter. If the active filter is in series with a passive filter, the impedance of the active filter

is closely associated with the de{uning degree of the passive filter. An imporlant design

issue is the selection of the correct "path impedance" described in section 2.1.1. If the

capacitor C¡is very small (small MVar), the changing in capacitor size is also very small

29
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so that no any detuning can be problematic. On the other hand, if the capacitor C¡had a

large value (rnore MVar), detuning could affect the rating of the active filter largely. ln

this section, we will investigate the relationship between the active fìlter rating and the

detuning of the passive filter. Let us use the circuit in case 2 studied in section 2.2 as an

example. Figure 2, 16 show the case circuit with ZL= og as in the case v/ith HVDC

converter.

Fígure 2.16 Au exa tple ci¡'cuit

In Figure 2.16, we assume the source harmonic current 1¡, is known, which contains only

1 lrh harmonic current, The active fìlter is a voltage source, its magnitude is V¡ The path

impedance consists of an inductance L¡ and, a capacitance Cy, which tuned as a passive

filter for 11rh harmonic. The purpose of the active filter is to provide harmonic voltage

compensation in case that the passive frlter is de-tuned. If there is no de-tuning in the

passive filter, the voltage output of the active filter is zero and the 1l'h harmonic current

will be removed by the passive filter alone. If there is de{uning in the passive filter, the

rating of the active filter is determined by its hamionic voltage output I/¡ Besides, the

fundamental cur¡ent will flow through the active filter, so that this type of active filter

should have a rating for lundamental utnent I¡t. These two ratings are not independent as

will be shown. The relationship between the V¡ and þ is analyzed as follows.

Harmon¡c Lf [^ Act¡ve

current ( fìlter
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When there is no de{uning, the fundamental frequency impedance Zt and rhe llth

harmonic frequency imped ance Z¡ ¡ of The passive filter are

z'=i(ø, *-)

2,,=i(rør, 
ù)=t

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.3e)

Substitute the (2.37) in to (2.38), we get the magnitude of the fundamental impedance as

Zt =l20aL, (2.38)

Assuming the fundamental bus voltage is 1.0 per unit, the fundamental current rating of

the active filter can be represented as

Now let us assume there is de-tuning on the passive filter, the C/changes.r percent to

C, =(r.\-x%)C, (2.40)

Then the magnitude of 1lrh harmonic impedance of the passive filter will be

,1t /, = norL,

V, = Z,r'In

Substitute (2,40) and, (2.41) into (2.42) we get

Zr=7laLr- t , (2.41)tt r llri,C r'

The magnitude of active filter voltage output can be calculated as

(2.42)
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v"= ' .llaL..L.
' 100-x

For simplicity we assume that the 11'h harmonic cunent to be removed I¡,=1.0,

substitute (2,39) into (2.43),we obtain the relationship between the V¡ and I7 as

(2.43)

then

Ilr
120.(100-x).I,,

(2.44)

The relationship between the fundamental current rating I¡t and the harmonic voltage

rating Vl can also be shown graphically in Figure 2.17 . Figwe 2. 17 shows three curves

with detuning level of 1o/o,2o/o and 4%o, or capacitor size changing of 2%o, 4%o and,8%u

Figure 2.17 shows the lower the active filter fundamental cunent rating; the higher the

active filter harmonic voltage rating. Thus the two ratings should be traded off when

choosing active filters.

0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16

Fundamental current rat¡ng (p.u.)

? 0.8
o
õ)

E 0.6
0)
Þ)

õ
à o.t
.9co
E

f o.z

Figure 2.17 Relalíonship behveen ftnda rcntql ctu.rcnÍ ïating and harnonic.to age rati g
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2.5CONCLUSIoN

The ideal harmonics compensation has been studied in the chapter. Various types of

harmonic source and active filter models are investigated using circuit theory. Based on

the circuit analysis, the possible control signal measurements are discussed. The

relationship between required ratings ofactive filters and the electrical system parameters

are discussed.

The results of the theoretical investigation demonstrate that active filter can successfully

remove the harmonics produced by any non-linear load. It also leads to some basic

guidelines for how to choose control signals and how to estimate the rating of a required

active filter-
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--Chapter 3 --

STUDY OF IDEAL ACTIVE FILTER CONTROL

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter 2, the mechanism ol ideal active filers in removing the harmonics in the

circuits has been explained. The next step will consider how to implement the control

strategy of the active filter so that it can work properly and efficiently. This is the topic of

this chapter.

3.2 Two BASIC coNTRoL APPRoACHES

Let us use the test system diagram Figure 3.1 as an example. ln Figure 3.1, the active

filter is installed between the power source and the load that produces harmonics.

Figurc 3.I Exa ple circuit

The parameters in Figure 3.1 are listed as follows:

Source side voltage source:

va

oI lref

Rf
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E 
": 

1 1 1KV, Frequency= 60H2, Inductance Z,= 0. 0 5 H

Load side harmonic curent source:

I ¡ ¡ =0. 1 5 K4, Frequenq¡= 66 0H2, Res istance R t¡0. 0 1 Ohnt

Load:

R=|00 Ohnt

Active filter:

Controllable current source, Resistance R¡0.0 I Ohnt

As the active filter is modeled as a controlled ideal current source, a straightfor.ward idea

is to design a control algorithm based on current signals. Two basic control approaches

are studied in this thesis. The first one is in the most straightforward way that uses active

filter to cancel all the harmonic components in the load side current. A convenient way to

find the fundamental component is to use a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Subtracting

the fundamental component fi'om the total current measurement, the difference is the

harmonic current, which we must cancel using the active filter. As in Figure 3.2, the

hamronic components can be obtained by using DFT with the load current 1,, as its input

signal. The output signal of the DFT is the fundamental frequency component 1.7 that is

further subtracted by the total load side current 1o. Then we can get harmonic components

1¿,, which needs to be removed. If we set the reference current ofthe active frlter 1,,7 to be

equal to this harmonic signal, based on the KCL, the cunent injecting to the system will

be fi'ee of harmonics.
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Figure 3.2 Control diagran ofclirect htutttonics coúrol

The other control method is to design a closed loop feedback control lor the active filter

to drive the harmonics in the system side current or voltage to zero. The proportional

integral (PI) regulators or other regulators can be used in the control system design. ln

our example case the harmonic to be removed is the l1th harmonic current. The DFT

extracts the magnitude 1s_¡¡ and phase phase_1 ¡ of 1 lrh harmonic cunent from the source

side cunent 1.. The control system recalculates harmonic cunent into a real part and an

imaginary part, each of which being controlled to zero by a PI controller. The outputs

from the two PI controllers are converted back to time domain quantities and then added

to form the current order l¡¡_,4of the active filter. This current will be the injecting

current of the active filter 1¡

The control algorithm can be seen Íìom the control system diagram as in Figure 3,3,

Because ofthe feedback nature of the controller, by properly setting par.ameters of the pI

controller, the delay in the system cunent measurement can be automatically

compensated. If there are other harmonic components, for example, the nrh harmonic to

be eliminated in the power system, a similar control system shown in the lower part of

Figure 3.3 is used to calculate cunent order of the related nth harmonic component.

Finally all the hamronic current orders are added together to fomr the cunent order of the

active filter.

JO
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ls_11

phase_11

ls_n

Fígure 3.3 Contr.ol cliagran ofPI control

3.3 SIMULATION RESULTS oF THE Two coNTRoL APPRoACHES

Both of these two control approaches are tested using simulation tool PSCAD/EMTDC to

verify their perforrnances. Some sample results are shown in the following figures. Firstly

we assume there are no measurement elrors and control system time delays in both

control methods. A simulation time step of 1 microsecond is used to minimize simulation

error. The maximum simulation induced delay is then 1 microsecond, which is very

small compared to the period (1.03456ms) of highest simulated harmonic (order 1i). In

both cases, the active filter was tumed on during run time in order to show the tuming on

transient. In the following figures, 1n_77 donates the magnitude of 1 lrh load harmonic

current and 1,_¡r denotes the magnitude of l lth harmonic current remaining in the source

side.
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(b) Results ofentire simulation time scope (indirect)
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Figure 3.4 Sinulation results ofdirect and PI hqmnnics control

Figure 3.4 sho\.vs the simulation results of the direct and the in-direct harmonics control.

From Figure 3.4(a), we can see the magnitude of the harmonic current component in load

side lo_t t becomes larger and the bus voltage Zo becomes smoother after tuming on the

active filter. This is because before tuming on the active filter, some harmonic cuffents
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can flow through load impedance R, which results in higher harmonic components in Zo.

When the active filter is in use, all harmonic cuffents will go through the active filter

branch. So 1o_7 ¡ becomes higher and % becomes smoother. This may not clear from the

actual voltage/current waveform, but the measured harmonic frequency magnitude in the

bottom wave demonstrates this clearly. This conhrmed what we got from Chapter 2 that

load side cunents increase after the active filter is connected.

From Figure 3.4(a) we also can observe that the active frlter has a tuming on transient

period. Within this peliod, harmonic cun'ent cannot be filtered effectively. This period is

about 0.1 second in this case. The length of the transient period depends on the system

parameters. For instance the higher the system impedance, the longer the transient period.

Figure 3.4(c) is the waveforms after transient, from which we can see the resultant source

cunent 1, is in good sinusoidal. This indicates that the direct control method works well if

there are no measurement error and control device time delay.

Figure 3.4(b) and (d) are the simulation results when indirect control method is used. We

can see the indirect control approach with PI regulator also works well to remove the

harmonic curent in the circuit. In addition, the tuming on transient of the indirect

method as shown in Figure 3.4(b) decays much faster than that in the direct control as in

Figure 3.4(a). However, active filters are mainly used to eliminate the harmonics in

steady state, so that the turning on transient duration is not of a major concem. Generally,

if the control circuit is ideal, the performances of the direct and the indirect methods are

so close that the difference is hard to be obseled.
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3.4 COMPARISoN oF THE DIRECT coNTRoL AND THE INDIRECT

CONTROL

As we discussed in chapter 2, theoretically we are able to cancel all the harmonics

directly if we give the active hlter a proper reference value. However, this is not always

true when the control elements are not ideal and have delays and tolerances. The

phenomenon will be demorrstrated in this section.

Let us assume a delay between the active filter injected current and its cunent order. Such

a delay could arise because of the electronic hardware used to generate the cuûent or due

to the control circuit delay. A delay value of 50 microsecond is used in the following

simulation studies.

Filstly we apply direct control apploach as in section 3.3 to control the active filter. The

simulation results are shown in Figure 3.5(a) and (c), which is fairly good. However,

when we introduce 50 microsecond time delay in the control loop, the simulation results

are totally different as in Figure 3.5 (b) and (d). By comparing the Figure 3.5(c) and

Figure 3.5(d), we can observe that the filtering performance become worse when there is

time delay in the control system. Besides, the rating of active filter will become much

larger due to the time delay exists in the control system.

One the other hand, if we use the indirect control, the enor due to delay of the control

device can be avoided automatically. In the same case, the results ofthe indirect control

is showed in Figure 3.6, which shows that the indirect control system can filter the

harmonics very effectively although the delay exists in the control system. In the mean

time, the time delay will not cause large increase of rating current of active filter. From

this example we notice the indirect method with PI regulator is more forgiving and more
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robust than the direct control, so that it is a better choice in designing the control system

of an active filter.
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(c)Without time delay, after transients (d)With time delay, after transients

Figare 3.6 The efects ofdelqy fu indirect PI conttolsystenl

In order for the indirect method to work well, the control system parameters such as the
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slightly higher than the active filter cunent rating so as to prevent overloading or

chopping of the waveform.

We simulate the test case with different parameters of PI controllers. For the ideal active

filter, the results show the control system is easy to tune to a stable point. While gain and

time constant are fairly flexible to select in PI regulator, its output limits must be selected

carefully. For the case in Figure 3.3, we selected the PI regulator output limits to be

0.22K4 and, -0.22K4 respectively. This value should be set as close to the active filter

rating. If the limits are either too large or too small, the PI controller will not work as

expected. This case shows with PI controller, the active filter is more robust and

withstands disturbances and noises. Thus, with appropriate parameters for the PI

controller, the transient is almost gone and the filter cunent matches harmonic curent

almost at the very moment of switching on of the active frlter.

The advantage ofthe direct control method.is that it can cancel all the harmonics directly.

It is very easy to implement as the control circuit is very simple. On the other hand, by

using indirect control method, only selected order of harmonics can be eliminated. Every

order of harmonic has to be reconstructed one by one. However, the real power system is

far beyond ideal where parameter tolerance in both main circuit and in control system is

inevitable, The direct current control of the active filter cannot compensate harmonics

effectively when some noise and time delay in measurement and control occur.

Therefore, the indirect control method seems to be more recommended due to its

robustness. ln fact, it is ofcritical signifìcant to understand how the time delay affects the

behavior of the direct control system of the active filter. This property will eventually
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determine whether the direct control approach is able to be used in the real control

system. This problem will be further investigated in next chapter.

3.5 CONCLUSION

1 . DFT can be used to subtract harmonic components, by which the signal of the control

order can be reconstructed.

2. Direct control approach does not work well in the real active filter system where

tolerance of parameter and delay are inevitable. Indirect control with PI controller is

more forgiven to the system tolerance. It is quite robust in the real active filter

system.
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--Chapter 4--

EFFECTS OF CONTROL CIRCUITS TIME DELAY

ON THE PERFORMANCE OF DIRECT

HARMONICS ELIMINATION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 3 showed the negative impact of excessive delay on frltering performance of the

direct controlled active hlter through a simulation example. This chapter further

investigates the impact of the delay on filtering performance of the direct control in

detail, using mathematical analysis

4.2 THEORETICAL STUDY

The tolerance of ideal filtering due to the time delay in control circuits can be analyzed

using the phasor diagram. In the harmonic equivalent circuit of Figure 4.1(a), we can

draw the phasor diagram of the cuments for the harmonic frequency at bus A in Figure

4.1(b). According to the KCL the harmonic current following into the system side 1"7, is

equal to the vector sum of the harmonic current 1n7, from the load side and the cunent

generated by the aclíve filter I¡:

f"n+Ir=f"n (4.1)
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Hârmon¡c I Acti\re zs
cuíenl /^\ flter

^ AC

slstem

(a) Test circuil

,i
(b) Phasor diagram

Figure 4.1 The reÍ cit'cuit arrl the phasor cliagrant

The objective of the filtering is to prevent the harmonic cunent fi'om flowing into the ac

system. Hence the active filter curent 1¡ should be the exact opposite the load side

harmonic current 1n¡ as shown on the phasor diagram Figure 4.1(b), i.e., the magnitude of

the In¡, and I¡ are eer'J;al and the phase difference is 180'. Because of the control delays in

measurement and/or implementation, the cuffent 1¡ is not exactly in opposite to Id, as

shown by the dotted vector 1/' in Figure 4. i (b). ln fact, Ii is delayed by the angle .x with

respect to its desired value 1l Hence, the resultant 1"¡, is no longer zero and so the filtering

is sub-optimal. The tolerance of the filtering can be reflected by analyzing the

relationship between 1"¡, and the time delay, or d¡, and the phase deviation of1¡

In the phasor diagram Figure 4.1(b), we assume the magnitude of load harmonic cunent

I¿, is lI¿), the phase deviation due to the delay is .:r, then the magnitude of resultant

harmonic cunent in source side 11"¡l can be calculated as (4.2) using trigonometry on

4t)
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Figure 4.1(b).

V,,,1 = lr 
",,1. 

J, - 2 cos(x) (4.2)

We define y as the fraction of the total load harmonic current that entels the ac network

or the harmonic cunent level entering to the ac network. Ify=1, ;, means that all the load

harmonic currents enter the ac system; y=0, it means that there are no harmonic currents

enter the ac system. The relationship between y and x is given in (4.3) and shown

graphically in Fi gwe 4.2.

(4.3)

E

tr

E

2

1.5

I

0.5

0
0 30 60

v

90 120 150 r80 210 240 270
Angle difference in degreesi x

Figure 4.2 Relatiottsltip behteert Íolerance and delay angle

Figure 4.2 demonstrates the remaining harmonic level in an ac system due to the delay

angle x between Ii and I¡. We can see when the delay angle is 0' or 360", i.e., when the

time delay is zero or exactly one cycle or integer multiple of the studied harmonic cycle,

the harmonic will be fully removed. On the other hand, we see that when the angle

deviation is between 60o and 300", the hamonic level will become worse. The worst

condition happens when the angle deviation is 180", which leads to double the amount of
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the harmonic cunent in the source side.

For example, for the I 1th harmonic of 60 Hz system, the worst situation happens when

the time delay r is one half cycle of the 11rh order harmonic (r = %*1/60*1/11 second :

757ps, or odd multiple of r). In the same way, when the delay is between 60" (r = 253ps)

and 300" (r: 1265ps), the harmonic will become worse after connecting the active filter.

One altemative way to represent the information in equation (4.3) is shown below. We

derive the inverse function of (4.3) to get (4.4), where y is the harmonic cunent level

entering to the ac network.

x(Y) = cos (4.4)

(4.5)

Figure 4.3 shows a plot of the maximum allowable delays to ljmit the harmonic levels in

the ac system below a certain level of 'y". For example, if we wish to allow no more than

l0o/o of a paficular harmonic current order to enter the ac network, i.e., y = 0.1, lhe

maximun allowable delay is 5.732'of this harmonic order. This is clear from Figure 4.4,

which shows an enlargement of the area around the origin of Figure 4.3. hr the meantime,

we can conclude that the higher the harmonic order, the lower the allowable delay time.

For instant, if we wish harmonic level in ac system no more than 10%, when the

considered harmonic order is 11tl' harmonic current, the delay is no more than 24.111ts,

The conesponding value for 13tl'harmonic cunent is 20.4¡rs.

'(+)
x(o.t)= s.zszaeg
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So far we can summarize the above analysis to the following conclusion:

Considering the i//'harmonic, and with fundamental frequencyf we desire to install an

active filter to reduce this harmonic to the range of fraction or tolerance y, the delay time

in second should be less than rwhich is given in (4.6)

t ,( z- v'\r=-coS l ' IzrNf [2 ) (4.6)

Since the Í¿ harmonic cycle is l/Nf, if the delay z7 is larger than 60" with respect to the

M/' harmonic. That is
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(4.7)

The filter will increase the harmonic amount instead of reducing it. In the same way when

the delay 12 is equal to 180". Thus we have

Ir )-'t - 6Nf

1

' 2Nf

The harmonic amount will become 2 times of that without filter. However when the time

delay is larger than r:, the harmonic level staÍs to decrease and will reduce to zero when

the time delay reaches 1 cycle of this harmonic ffequency.

In order to show the relationship between the time delay and different harmonic order, we

plot requiled delay time both in ps and in degrees in 60Hz systern for keeping any given

hatmonic below 1% level as a function of the harmonic order. Equation (4.9) and (4.10)

are used to plot Figure 4.5. Here we only plot harmonic orders up to the 30'h. The limit of

30 is sufficient with respect to most power system applications. The higher fiequencies

are usually important ifradio frequency interference is being considered.

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

4N\- l oooooo 

"or-'( 
2 - Y' )2nNf [2 )

"*,(N)=+*"'(+)

As can be seen, it takes a much smaller delay time or angle to ensure adequate removal of

the harmonic as the frequency increases. For example if the considered highest harmonic

frequency is 13tr', the time delay must be less than r (1 3) = 2.04 ¡ts or r¿", (1 3) = 0.044' in

60 Hz system. Therefore, we can see the allowed time delay for keeping the required
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level of harmonics in an ac nefwork is so small that is not easily implemented in the real

system. In theory, one could add additional delay to make the total time delay exactly 1

fundamental cycle, However, the tolerance would be limited to a very small range, i.e,

1/60s +2.04 ¡ts if 13th Harmonic is considered. Therefore, the performance of direct control

is almost impossible to be achieved in an actual active filter system.

l0 15 20

Harnronic order

(a) Delay in time

15 20

Hamronic order

(b) Delay in Angle

Figure 4.5 Pernitted Delay v.s, lnmonìcs order

When the load curent contains more than one harmonic, the tolerance of each harmonic

carl be understood by the above analysis. One approach that can be considered is to set

the time delay to a common multiple of all the harmonic cycles, The least common

multiple is not easy to obtain, because the harmonic components in the load current can
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€ ro
Ê
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ã5
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t
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vary at any time. But we do know that one fundamental cycle must be one of the common

multiples. If the system operates in steady state, one fundamental cycle delay could be a

possible solution to design the control circuits, however, as we discussed previously, the

"one fundamental cycle" must be "exactly one fundamental cycle", which is not easily

implemented in actual control system. In fact, in the case of several hamonics existing in

the circuit, the maximum time delay should be calculated based on the Total demand

distortion (TDD) that takes into account several harmonics simultaneously. Equation 4.9

can be used at each fi'equency to calculate TDD.

4.3 NUMERICAL SIMULATION TowARDs IDEAL CURRTNT SOURCE

4.3.1 Introdaction

Time delay is inevitable irr the control circuits of the active filter. The question is whether

this time delay is excessive and degrades filter performance. We have answered the

question theoretically in above section, now we confirm this apploach via digital

simulation.

The following three harmonic measuring indices are used to evaluate the performance of

the active filter.

1. Individual hannonic distortion:

D,,=1,,/1, (4.11)

Here .{, is the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) value of the nth harmonic and It is the r.m.s.

value of the fundamental cunent.
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2. A¡jthmetic Sum of Harmonic Current:

D=>(r,, / r1) (4.12)

3. Total Demand Distortion (TDD): The ratio of the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) of the

harmonic cuffent to the r.m.s. values of the rated or maximum demand fundamental

current.

^trrTDD = \ '=2'N
I_,

(4.13)

N is the number of hamonics in the neasurement. In the following simulation study we

will only consider 5th, 7rh, 1 1'h, 13'h harmonics.

Some typical interference limits used by modem utilities are presented below. However,

each utility and scheme has its own particular values, which may differ fiom these typical

values.

D, < lo/o

D <4%

TDD < 2o/.

We use PSCAD/EMTDC to simulate a simple circuit as in Figure 4.6. The time delay of

the control systern is vaded and the performance of the han¡onic elimination is

monitoled and assessed. We expect to confirm the results of section 4.2 by evaluating the

harmonics flowing into source side under different time delay in the control system.

4.3,2 Simulation Study

In this section we will study three typical types ofcases. In the first case we assume the
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harmonic source contains only the 1 lth harmonic component. In the second case the

harmonic source is assumed to contain two harmonic components, 1 lth and 13th

harmonics. The third case deals with the general circumstance, in which the harmonic

source is square waveform, containing all odd harmonics. Our purpose is to observe the

filtering perfomrance while varfng the time delay. The simulation is conducted on

PSCAD/EMTDC,

A simulation time step of .l¡zs is used to minimize simulation error. The maximum

simulation induced delay is then 1¡zs, which is very small compared to the periods of

simulated harmonics, so that the time delay induced by EMTDC algorithm is negligible.

In order to see the effects of delay on the harmonic elimination, we use delay function in

CSMF of master library in PSCAD/EMTDC to introduce the different delays,

Case L The harnnníc source contø¡tts only 1ltt' lrurmonic

The system configuration is shown in Figure 4.6. The parameters in Figure 4.6 are listed

as follows:

Source side voltage source: E":132.79KV, Freguency:60H2, Inductance Z,=0.01H

Load side harmonic current sowce: I¡ ¡=0.12KA, Frequency:660H2, R:|00 Ohnt

îigure 4.6 Cit'cuit diagron ofcase I

Figure 4.7 shows the relationship between the time delay and the harmonic cunent level
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entering to the ac system. The value / is the fraction of the total load harmonic cunent

that enters the ac network. y is calculated fiom following equation as described in above

section

y:I,t t/Iot t (4.14)

where 1,¡¡ ãnd I¡ I 1 are source side and load side 1 1th harmonic curïent respectivety. Delay

in Figure 4.7 is expressed in the range of 1ltr' harmonic perìod. This figure confirms

what we got in the previous section that the harmonic level in source side will increase as

the delay increases, will be equal to load side harmonic if delay is 60" and will reach

double the value of the load side harmonic if delay is 180". It is expected that the trends

in Figure 4.7 will peliodically appear 11 times per fundamental Íìequency cycle. The

results are plotted in Figure 4.8.
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Figurc 4.7 Relaliottship benveen the harnonic f'action i source side and Íhe ti le delq)
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Fign'e 4.8 Relatíottship betltee the harnonic ft'actíon in sotu.ce side atd the ti e delqt in I cycle

We also plot the relationship between the delay (degree based on 11tl' harmonic period)

and the individual harmonic distortion. Herc D¡1 is the individual harmonic distorlion

introduced in the section 4.3.1 and is given by

D t t=Ist t/I"t (4. 15)

where 1,¡r is the remaining l ltr' harmonic current in source side and 1sl is the fundamental

curl'ent in source side.

ã
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-E0 060

- 
Dtl

Fígure 4.9 Relatiortshîp behteen the indh,iduel harnto ic distortio a d tine delay

Comparing the curyes in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.7, we can see the curve shapes

different. Theoreticall¡ when delay is half cycle of individual harmonic period,

are

the
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source side harmonic current level would be the double of load side harmonic currenf

which is the maximum value in the Figure 4.7, However, a maximum value forJ, does not

necessaryly û1êâr 15i¡ is maxmium, because.In¡7 is not a constant. Figure 4.7 is based on

Equation 4.15, whereas Figure 4.9 is based on Equation 4.14, which has a different

demenator.

From Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, we can see the performance of the filter reaches

optimum when the time delay is the integer multiples of the 1lth harmonic cycle. This

result indicates if we apply a time delay at certain time, the high quality filtering is

possible to achieve. However, in order to achieve higher quality filtering, the permitted

time delay is restricted in a very small range. For instance, the typical value of the

individual harmonic distortion is less than 1%, the coneponding permitted delay time in

Figure 4.9 is very close to the origin. In fact almost all entire curve except the very small

region around the origin and the point of360o do not satisfy the typical value of 1%.

Csse 2. The hørntonìc source contøitts only 1ltt' øtttl 13tt' harnronics

The system conhguration is shown in Figure 4.10. The parameters in Figure 4.i0 are the

same as those in case 1 except the load side harmonic cunent source contains two

hatmonics simultaneously with 13tl'harmonic cunent source magnitude as Ir¡=0.1K4.

Figu'e 4.10 Cit'ctrit diagam of case 2
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Figure 4.11 shows the relationship between the time delay and the remaining harmonic

level at the system side, in which the fraction of the total load harmonic current entering

the ac system y can be calculated with the following equation

fi:4.,J
/ - t------;--------

.J I.r' + I 
"ß'

(4.16)

In Figure 4. 1 1, delay is in electrical degree of fundamental frequency. From Figure 4.1 1

we can see the curve does not reach zero at any cycle poínt of either the 1 lth harmonic or

13rr'harmonic other than at the fundamental cycle point. This indicates to us that, if we

would specify any time delay, one fundamental cycle is a good option. In addition, the

curve does not repeat either 11 or 13 times in one fundamental cycle.

,!

E

0 8.75 r7.5 26.2s

Delay based on lst frequency in degree
v

Figure 4. I I Relationship beht ee the systen side hsrnonic and fhe titte clelq, í case 2

Equation (4.17) represents the relationship between the delay and Arithmetic Sum of

harmonic cunent, This relationship can also be illustrated graphically as shown in Figure

4.r2.

D=1"¡ /1,¡*1"13/1"1
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Figure 4.12 Relationsh¡p behreen the Arithnetic Su]'r, ofharnouic current and delay

Similarly, equation (4.18) represents the relationship between delay and the total demand

distortion. Again, the same relationship can be demonstrated as shown in Figure 4.13.

(4.18)

t30

9rn

E ro

E
F0

Figure 4.1 3 Relationship benveen the TDD ín Is and tine delay

Figure 4.12 and 4.13 confimed that the harmonic level does not reach zero at any cycle

point of either the 1 lrl' harmonic or 1 3rh harmonic other than at the fundamental cycle

point. It is indicated that, if there are more than one harmonics in the system, we have to

limit the time delay strictly to exact one fundamental cycle. Any deviation of the time

delay from the exact one or multiple fundamental cycle will significantly degrade the
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performance of the active filter. In fact, in order to satisfy those harmonic indices, the

permitted time delay is far too smaller than what we can achieve in actual active filter

systems.

Case 3, The hat"ntonic source is a square wavefornt

The purpose to use a square waveform cunent sorce as the harmonic source is because

many power electronic loads (i.e., dc convefer) exhibt this waveform. The spectrum of a

sequare wave contains all odd harmonic orders with decreasing magnitude as the

harmonic order increases.

The system configuration is shown in Figure 4.14. The parameters in Figure 4.14 arc the

same as those in case 1 except the load side harmonic current source is replaced by a

square waveform cunent source with its magnitude to be 1.0K4.

lhlaAls

Fígure 4.14 Cit'cuit diagran ofcase 3

Some simulation results are shown in Figure 4.15. We can see the effects of time delay

on the performance ofactive filters varied with the orders ofthe filtering harmonic. If the

delay time is proportional to a certain harmonic cycle, this order of harmonic will be

eliminated; if the delay time is an odd number multiple of half cycle of one harmonic, the

active filter will result doubling this hamronic in source side. Figure 4.15 shows the

harmonics level when the time delay of control systems varies from 50¡rs-5500¡rs, The
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harmonic level without filter is also plotted in the same figure for comparison, It can be

seen that with the time delay, the active hlter degrades the filtering performance for some

orders of harmonics.

12 13 14 15 16 17 1A 19 20 21

Hârmonic order

Figure 4.I 5 Relatíonship betveen the harnonÌcs in I, øüd tine delq)

The relationship between TDD and time delay is plotted in Figure 4.16. Here we consider

the harmonics up to the 25th order and plot up to 1/3 cycle of fundamental ffequency. We

know at 1/3 of fundamental cycle delay, the 3'd harmonic and other 3N order harmonics

no longer exist. Since the 3'd harmonic is the highest harmonic in square wave current

source, we can expect l/3 andlor 213 cycle delay give lower TDD in one fundamental

cycle. Figure 4.16 shows how TDD changes along with the time delay, The TDD is about

l3o/o at 1/3 cycle, which is much higher than permitted level, so that it is not necessary to

do more simulation beyond 1/3 cycle. The curve should increase after 113 cycle delay and

decrease to about same level as 1/3 cycle delay when delay time is 2/3 of fundamental

cycle. Finally, at one fundamental cycle delay the curve should reach zero again.

6 23
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Figure 4.16 Relationship benveeu the TDD i l,and tine dela¡t itl |/J çyçls

From this result we can see the permitted time delay is very small if we need to satisfy

the TDD < 2olo requirement. Although theoretically it would be possible to achieve high

performance with direct harmonics elimination if we make the time delay of the control

circuit to exactly one fundamental cycle, it is really difficult to achieve in the real world.

4.4 NUMERICAL STUDIES oF THE ACTIVE F'ILTER USING A DETAILED

REPRESENTATION OF THE POWER ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT

4,4,1 Introductiott

In the previous sections, the effects of control circuit time delay to the performance of

direct harmonic elimination has been investigated in the circuit where an active filter is

represented by an ideal cunent source. In this part, the study is extended to the electrical

system in which the active filter is modeled using detail electronic circuit.

The main circuit of the simulation case is shown in Figure 4.17 . The source is modeled

using a simple three-phase 200 V, 50 Hz source. The harmonic load is modeled by a six-

phase convefer bridge of rating 20kVA, in which the dominant harmonics are the 5th and

ù40

E
.2
A'o 20

Ê
!tJ
G
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the 7th. This is a very common tlpe of rectifier load used in power distribution system.

The active filter is modeled as a voltage source inverter parallel connected to the main

circuit via a 20 kVA, Y-Y transformer. The circuit of active fìlter is shown in Figure

4.1 8.

I
t
3

\E

iB

,8

Figure 4.l7 Main circuit ofthe simulatíon case

Fígm'e 4.18 Cit'cuÌt of actítteJilter

The purpose of a small-rated LC filter is to suppress high frequency switching ripples

generated by the active filter. In order to simplify the control, the dc source of the active

filte¡ is a constant dc voltage source in this case. We did not separate DC source into two
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in this case which indicates this configuration only works with positive /negative

sequence of harmonics and not with the zero sequence.

4,4,2 Control strategy

The objective of the direct control ofan active fìlter is to use the active filter to cancel the

entire harmonic component in the load side current. The control system is shown in

Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20. As described in chapter 3, Figure 4.19 shows that the

hatmonic components can be obtained by using DFT with the load cunent .In as its input

signal. The output signal of the DFT is the fundamental frequency component Io¡. The

total hannonic currents can be obtained by subtracting 1n7 from the total load side curent

1o, which is referred as the phase A injection current order In,"¡ of the active filter in

Figure 4.19. Control for phase B and C are identical. The delay function in Figure 4.19 is

used to nodel control system delay. By setting different parameters, different control

system delays can be introduced to the system. Here we assume all the delays are the

same for three phases and the system is balanced, Current referenced PWM (CRPWM)

is used to control the output current of the active filter, in which the er.ror between the

actual harmonic current order and the active filter injection current is forced to remain

within the pre-specified tolerance band by controlling the inverter switches. This control

method is described in chapter 2 and again is shown in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.19 Direcl controlfor cu'rcnt oruler
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b) VSC-generated voltage

Time lsec)

Figm'e 4.20 CRPII/M corth'ol

4,4,3 Sintukttion ,'esults drrd øttdlysis

4,4.3. I tndividual harmonic distortion

Figure 4.21 is the relationship ofdelay (in degree) and individual harmonic distortion (in

percentage). D5 and D7 are the individual harmonic distortion for the 5rh and the 7th

harmonics in source side; Z/¡s and Lltz are the original individual harmonic distortion for

the 5tl' and the 7tl' harmonics in load side, which are exactly the original harmonic levels

of the both harmonics before the active filter is connected. The waveforms will repeat 5

times for the 5th harmonic and 7 times for the Ttlt harmonic.

The intersection ofDs and ZI5 is about 12o which means when the delay is greater than

60o under the 5tlthamronic period, the harmonic will become worse after tuming on the

active filter. The worst situation would be delaying 36" in fundamental or 180o in the 5th

harmonic cycle. The harmonic in source side will be double instead of being eliminated.

This result is also applied to the 7tl' harmonic period. The intersection of Dz and Lhz is

oc
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about 8.5" in fundamental cycle or 60o in the 7th harmonic cycle. The worst situation is

25.7' in fundamental cycle or 180o in the 7rh hamronic cycle.

Ê
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Figure 4.21 Relationship ofdelay and indtyidual ltarnonic distot.Íiotl

4.4.3.2 Atithmetic Sum of Harmonic Current

Figttre 4.22 is the relationship of delay (degree) and arithmetic sum. D is arithmetic sum

in source side and Zft is arithmetic sum in load side, which is original arithmetic sum

before active filter is connected. tile just consider the 5tl', 7th, 11th, 13'h harmonics in this

study.

0 l8 36 54 '12

Delay in degree
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Figure 4.22 Relationshìp ofdelay and at.iÍhnetic stun
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4.4.3.3 Total Demand Distorlion

Figtre 4.23 is the relationship of delay (degree) and the total demand distortion TDD (%),

where TDD is the total demand distortion in source side and ¿rdl is total demand

distortion in load side before active filter applied.

Figru'e 4.23 relationships ofdelay and total de n d distortio

Table 4.1 lists the simulation results when time delay is 1o. None of these results can

meet the requirement of typical limits listed in section 4.3.I. This again emphasizes that

the permitted time delay is very small in order to meet the requirement of harmonic

indices.

Table 4.1 Compariso¡r ofthe simulation results and the typical harmonic limits

Indices Simulation Result rvhen
delavis l"l%)

TypicaÌ Limits
(%)

Individual Harmonic
Distortion (D,)

D. 2.083
1.0D? 1.085

D, 1.062
D,, ) .t)42

tuithmetic Sunl (D) 5.208 4.0
Total Demand Distortion (TDD) 2.756 2.O

t
o

o

F

ïl
^1 ,
':l(

-

18 36 s4 72

Delay in deg¡ee
TDD
Ltdd
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4.5 CONCLUSION

In section 4.2, the theoretical analysis shows that the performance of the active filter

depends on the delay time. If the delay time is an integer multiple of one harmonic cycle,

this order of harmonic will be eliminated; if the delay time is an odd number multiple of a

half harmonic cycle, the control signal will be opposite to this parlicular harmonic, which

results doubling the harmonic in the source side. The only way to eliminate all the

harmonics is to let the delay time to be a common multiple of the harmonic cycles, such

as one fundamental cycle, ensuring the control signal is identical to the harmonics in the

load side current. We also give the relationship of the distortion tolerance and the delay

time. The permitted delay time is very tiny typically of the order of 10 ¡rs or about 0.2' of

the fundamental frequency.

In section 4.3, simulation studies are conducted to velify the effect of time delay on the

performance of the active filter. Three types of harmonic sources are tested in the circuit:

a single harmonic source, a source with 2 simultaneous harmonic sources and a square

wavefonn source. This section confims the theoretical study in section 4.2. Finally, in

section 4.4, an actual active filter topology is used to eliminate harmonics ffom a fully

modeled six-bridge rectifier load. The results confrrm what we get Íìom sections 4.2 and

4.3.

Above investigation shows that, even though theoretically exactly one or more

fundamental cycle delay could ensure all the harmonics being eliminated, it is very

diffìcult to be implemented in an actual system. The permitted delay time is so small that

any small interference will cause large deviation of the filtering results. This intolerant
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property of the direct harmonics elimination will significantly reduce the reliability ofthe

directly controlled active fìlter and eventually restrict its application in the real active

filter system.
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--Chapter 5--

SIMULATION STUDY OF AN INDIRECT

CONTROLLED ACTIVE FILTER IN A REALISTIC

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapters, we have discussed the ideal harmonics filtering and the control

approaches of the active filter. The purpose of previous work is to provide a preparation

for designing the control systems of actual active filters. It is concluded in the previous

chapters that the indirect control approach such as PI control is mole appropriate than the

direct control approach in designing the control systems for active filters. ln this chapter,

the indirect method of control is applied to an active filter, which is modeled to clean up

the harmonic pollution from a full wave diode rectifier - a common load in electrical

distribution systems. Current referenced PWM (CRP\ /M) control is applied to realize the

current order by controlling the frrirrg angle ofthe voltage source converter (VSC).

5.2 VSc WITH cRPwM CoNTROL

5.2. 1 System configurøtÍotr

We use the same rectifier load simulation case as in chapter 4. The main circuit is shown

in Figure 5.1. The circuit of the active filter is also shown in Figure 5,2 for convenience.
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Firstly we consider the dc source of the active filter as a constant dc voltage source. In the

next section we will investigate replacing the dc voltage source with a capacitor, which is

more economical.

Figure 5.I Main cit'cuit of lhe síDrulation case

Figure 5.2 Circuit ofactitefiller
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5.2,2 Control strøtegy

The control system is shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. The indirect control method

was introduced in chapter 3. As we know, because of the feedback nature of the PI

controller, the delay in the control system and the enor in current measurement are

automatically compensated. The dominant harmonic current components of the six-pulse

rectifier load are the 5rh and the 7'h. Figure 5.3 shows the indirect control method to

generate the active filter current order. Similar control system is used to calculate the

cunent order for the 5rh and the 7tl'harmonic currents. Then the current orders are added

together to form the total active filter cunent order. Figure 5.4 shows the CRPWM

control strategy, which forces the error between the active filter current order and

injection current to remain within the pre-specified tolerance band by controlling the

invefer switches. CRPWM is described in chapter 2.

Figut'e 5.3 lüdirecl cortlrol loopfor curtenf otder
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Cúrent order w¡th Fvsteresis band arìd VSC{erErated cunent

Figut'e 5.4 CRPIIM contt'ol

5,2, 3 Simulatiott results

The phase reference used in discrete Fourier transfomr (DFT) as well as the signal

reconstruction can be obtained using a phase locked loop (PLL). The Figure 5.5(a) below

is the simulation results without PLL, while Figure 5.5 (b) is the result with PLL. The

approach of considering frequency dl,namics can improve the accuracy when the system

has frequency fluctuations. We can see that both the results, with and without PLL are

acceptable in this particular case. However we expect the application ofPLL increase the

robustness of the control system as the frequency in the source would have some small

fluctuation.

We also tested the indirect control method when different delays are applied in the

control system as we have done in the same case with direct control method in Chapter 4.

Figure 5.6 is the results when 200ps delay is applied in the signal measurements.

Simulation results showed that with indirect control method, the delay is automatically

compensated and will not introduce elror to the system.
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In Figure 5.5 and 5.6, Isa and Ia are the phase A source side cunent and the non-linear

load side cunent respectively. Iarefis the reference current reconstn¡cted ÍÌom indirect PI

controller in phase Ã, and, IFa is the active filter current injection. Gl 1 is switch pattem.

A hysteresis width of0.002KA for current referenced PWM is set in this case.

5,2,4 Consìderøtion of repløcirtg constant DC source witlt ø cøpacitor

In this section, we investigate the performance of proposed control system when the

constant dc source in the active filter circuit is replaced by a capacitor that is more

economical. In order to control dc capacitor voltage so as not to exceed its limit, an

appropriate dc voltage control needs to be implemented.

As we know, with voltage reference controlled PWM in a STATCOM, the direct voltage

of capacitor is directly or indirectly controlled. The dc capacitor voltage can be increased

by momentarily changing the firing reference to make the Voltage Sourced Converter

behave as a rectifier, thereby transfening energy ffom the ac-side onto the dc capacitor.

Similarly, by a transitory inverter-mode operation, the capacitor voltage can be reduced.

This signal is required to modify the angle between the system voltage and the voltage

generated by STATCOM, This shift angle determines the direction and amount of real

power flow through STATCOM.

However, when we use current reference controlled PWM, the reference signal is directly

obtained from source side current, which contains only harmonic components. This

reference current thus cannot be used to adjust DC capacitor voltage. In order to regulate

dc voltage and avoid exceed the limit; the dc capacitor voltage does need to be controlled.

As we know, the charging and discharging of the dc capacitor should be realized by

fundamental current flowing into the active filte¡ with in phase or opposite phase to
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fundamental voltage. In this section, we modified the active filter reference current by

adding a fundamental signal. This signal is in phase with fundamental frequency voltage.

The magnitude of this signal is obtained from a dc voltage regulator. When dc voltage is

different Íìom dc voltage set point, the modulation signal is used to reconstruct a cuffent

reference, which is in phase with fundamental voltage signal and then added to harmonic

components current reference, The magnitude ofthe output voltage of the active filter is

proportional to the dc capacitor voltage. The rating of the dc capacitor is decided by the

injecting harmonic current components and system voltage.

Figure 5.7 shows the regulated DC capacitor voltage and the corresponding modulation

index ntod. The ntod is then used to add one fundamental frequency current signal to

active cuffent order in order to regulate the dc capacitor voltage. This fundamental

fi'equency cunent is in phase with fundamental frequency voltage of the ac bus.

DC v,cltage

Figurc 5.7 DC voltage coúroller

In the following simulation, we replace the dc source with a 500pF capacitor. It is shown

in Figure 5.8 that the proposed control system works well when the dc voltage source is

replaced by the capacitor. Figure 5.9 shows the regulated DC capacitor voltage and the

conesponding modulation index,

cos(wt+Va_ph)
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Fígut'e 5.8 Siìnulalíon resu s w¡lh dc capacitor
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Figu'e 5.9 DC capacitor yoltage and uodulation hdex

Figure 5.10 and 5.1 1 is the simulation results when changing dc bus load fuom 2.512to

1'f) during runtime. We can see the dc capacitor voltage keeps constant with the dc
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voltage control. The current produced by the active filter contains fundamental frequency

component, which is used to charge and discharge the dc capacitor.

ol

Figu'e 5.10 Siuulatio resulÍs with lottd change dm'ing run
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5,2,5 RL-type equívølent source with SCR study

In the previous sections, we only concem the resistive source. It is more practical that the

ac source is a Rl-type equivalent network. In this section, we will examine the

performance of active filters in a Rl{ype equivalent network. The steady state

performance of the active frlter is studied. However, the transient perfotmance is not

stated in this thesis and will leave lor the future study.

The relative strength ofthe ac system is often parameterizedby an index called the short

circuit ratio or SCR. The SCR is defìned as the short circuit MVA of the ac bus divided

by the dc power as in (5.1). Lower the SCR means the network impedance is higher, and

thus the system is weaker; higher the SCR means the network impedance is lower, and

thus the system is stronger.

¡l 7

3çP = 
--JJ'-

Po lz,l
(5.1)

In order to examine if the control method is applicable in a weak system, we tested this

case with a SCR of 1 and a damping angle at fundamental ffequency of 75 degrees

(which is typical). We also tested this case for a strong system with a SCR of 5 and a

damping angle of75 degrees. The RL type equivalent source in Figure 5.1 consists of the

series-connection of a resistance and an inductance. The equivalent irnpedance Z" is

calculated from (5.1) wbere V¡, and Pd arc the ac-bus line voltage and the rectifier load

rating, respectively. In this case Zp is 0,2KV and P¿ is 0.02MV4. From (5.1), we can get

Z 
" = 0.5 I 76 + j 1.93 I 9 when SCR is 1 and Z, = 0. I 035 + j0.3864 when SCR is 5. The

simulation results are shown in Figure 5.12 and 5.13, respectively.
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Figure 5.12 Sinulation results when SCR: I

Ë
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Figte 5.13 Sinulalion results when SCR:5

The simulation results indicate that the proposed control method \¡/orks well for both

weak and strong systens in steady state. For a weak system as in Figure 5.12, the active

filter injection cunent contains the fundamental component, which flows into or out of

the active filter in order to keep the dc capacitor voltage constant. On the other hand, for
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a strong system as shown in Figure 5.13, there is very little variation in the ac busbar

voltage and consequently the dc capacitor voltage in active filter keeps constant.

Figure 5.i4 summarizes the control system of phase A, which is an extension of re-

approach shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.7. The active fllter generates an output current that is

derived with the objective of controlling the real and imaginary paús of the harmonic

current to zero, and DC voitage difference to zero. The measurement of bus voltage I/a

and system side current 1s¿ in phase A are supplied to a Discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

block, which extracts the magritude and phase of both the 5th 1ls5a, ph5a) and lhe 7th

(Is7a, phTa) harmonic cunents. The DFT block also outputs the fundamental frequency

and voltage phase angle. The control system re-calculate each harmonic current to a real

and an imaginary parts [i.e. 1s5a cos(phïa) and Isía sit(phsa)1, each of which is

controlled to zero by a Pl-controller. The output from each of the two Pl-controllers is

transformed back to time-domain quantities and then added to form the ordered current

Ia\ref(t) to the active filter. A similar control system, shown in the middle part of Figure

5.12, is used to calculate the culrent order laTref(t) related to the 7rh hatmonic cunent.

The DC voltage control signal is obtained by the voltage regulator and is in phase with

voltage Va. The modulation index r¡od ffom the DC voltage regulator is the magnitude of

the control signal. Finally, these th¡ee current orders are added together to form the total

current order lar ef(t) for phase A. The phase reference [i.e. cos(5wt) and sùil5wt)] used in

signal reconstruction is obtained from a phase looked loop. An identical algorithm is used

to calculate the current order both in phase B and C,
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I 
lssa sin(ph5a)

I
r

Figure 5,l4 The contt'ol sysle tofphaseA

5.3 CONCLUSION

The indirect control approach to the active filter on a realistic cilcuit has been

investigated usirrg the transient simulation program PSCAD/EMTDC. The static state and

transient performance seemed to be adequate. The active filtel with dc capacitors was

studied and a niethod ofthe dc voltage control is implemented.

sth harmonic, phase a
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--Chapter 6--

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORI(

6.1 CoNcLUsIoNs

This thesis focuses on the control strategies of active filter systems. The ideal harmonic

compensation was studied. Various types of harmonic sources and active filter

combinations were investigated using circuit theory, Then two basic control apploaches,

the direct corrtrol and the indirect control were compared based on analytical and

simulation studies. Fufihermore, the impact of the time delay on the filtering

performance of the dilect control method is investigated in detail using mathematical

analysis and simulation study. Finally, the indirect control approach to the active filter of

a realistic electronic system was investigated using the transient simulation program

PSCAD/EMTDC,

Based on the circuit analysis and numerical simulation, the following conclusions are

made:

1. An active filter can successfully remove the harmonics ploduced by nonJinear loads.

Filters ratings can be selected using a circuit analysis approach.

2. The Discrete Fourier Transfomr (DFT) can be used to extract harmonic components

for the use of control system. The direct control approach does not work well in the

actual active filter systems where the variations of parameters and measurement /

control delays are inevitable. On the other hand, the indirect control is more tolerant

to the system parameters change. It is quite robust in real active filter systems.



3.

Chapter 6 Conclusíort

The performance of the direct harmonic elimination approach is highly dependent on

the control system time delay. If the delay time is an integer multiple of one cycle of

certain harmonic, this order of harmonic will be eliminated. On the other hand, if the

delay time is an odd numbel multiple of half cycle of certain hatmonic, the filter

current will be in-phase with this particular harmonic, resulting in increased

harmonics in the soutce side. The possible way to eliminate all the harmonics is to let

the delay time to be equal to one fundamental cycle to ensure that the control signal is

identical to harmonics in the load side. However, when using the direct control

method, the permitted delay time is very tiny. For example, for the 13th harmonic, in

order to filter out 99To harmonic curlent, the pemitted control time delay is 2.04

microsecond, in the range of ten microseconds or much less than I degree based on

the fundamental fi'equency. The permitted delay tirne is so small that any small

interference will cause large deviation of the filtering results. This unforgiving

propeúy of the direct harmonic elimination will significantly reduce the reliability of

the active filter and eventually prevent its application in actual active filter systems.

The indirect control approach can be used in realizing CRPWM control for the active

filter to remove the harmonics generated from a six-pulse converter.

6.2 FUTURE woRK

In this thesis, only cunent controlled PWM (CRPWM) are used to generate injection

current in simulation models of actual active filters, as harmonic currents form a large

class of injection signals of active filters. Voltage controlled PWM (SPWM) are not

considered in the thesis and further investigation is recommended fo¡ future work.

4.
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APPENDICES

Listing of the Variables

I,; s)'ste t cto rcttl.

Ist; srslen hannonic curre l co tpotrctt.

1,,: nottJinear lood ctut'enl.

1,,¡: nonJinear load ftnclanental ft'equency cut'rcnt cotttpotrctú.

Ieh: tþn-li ear loqd lta1tnr¡c ct 't'etlÍ co lpotletlt.

Itt: cttne l source load herno ic ctu'tent.

If : rtlkr cuue t.

1,"¡: fller reference cw'ent.

E,: syste voltage,

V,,: bus A voltage.

V,,¡,: bus A harntonic vohage co|tpotrctt.

yt,: vohage sou'ce load hqrntonic voltage.

VÍ: Jilter vollage.

25: systen equivalent inpedance.

Z¿: loorl equivalent ínpeclance.

ZÍ: Jìlter equivale t iúernal iupedance.

LÍ: Jìlter í ducte ce.

Ct: Jil ter cdpacitatrce.

t: clelay angle.

1t; f|oction of harntotlic ary'retú e tel ing ac nehw'k,

r: delay tine.
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